The magnetic ordering of La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3 perovskite has been studied by neutron powder diffraction and 57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy down to 2 K. From symmetry analysis, a chiral helical model and a collinear model are proposed to describe the magnetic structure. Both are commensurate, with propagation vector k = (0,0,1) in R3c space group. In the former model, the magnetic moments of Fe adopt the magnetic space group P 3 2 21 and have helical and antiferromagnetic ordering propagating along the c axis. The model allows only single Fe site, with a magnetic moment of 3.46(2) µ B at 2 K. In the latter model, the magnetic moments of iron ions adopt the magnetic space group C2/c or C2 ′ /c ′ and are aligned collinearly. The model allows the presence of two inequivalent Fe sites with magnetic moments of amplitude 3.26(3) µ B and 3.67(2) µ B , respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
The R 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3 (R = rare earth) family is reported to show a crossover between localized and itinerant behavior by variation of the size of the rare earth ion [1] . For R = La, Pr and Nd, a 2Fe 4+ → Fe 3+ + Fe 5+ charge disproportionation (CD) accompanied by Fe 3+ /Fe 5+ charge ordering (CO), a magnetic ordering, and a metal-insulator (MI) transition was reported to occur at 200, 180 and 165 K, respectively. For smaller rare earth ions no MI transition is observed, the compounds being purely insulating below room temperature.
The MI transition for R = La, Pr and Nd was explained by CD and CO. For R = La, the CO was found to occur by using Mössbauer spectroscopy [2] and electron microscopy [3] . On the basis of the CO sequence ...-Fe 5+ -Fe 3+ -Fe 3+ -..., the magnetic structure of this compound was reported to be P 3m1 [4] or P 1 [5] from the neutron diffraction studies performed at 50 K and 15 K, respectively. The former seems not to be a correct solution since the presence of rotoinversion 3 is incompatible with the claimed collinear magnetic structure, with the collinear moments in the ab-plane in R3c metric; and the latter might be a correct solution, but without any symmetry restrictions in space group P 1. Moreover, the presence of Fe 5+ below T MI is not consistent with the X-ray absorption data [6] , and resonant X-ray scattering measurements indicate that the CD is not significant [7] . Furthermore, the R = Eu sample is reported to have a change of Mössbauer response aross the magnetic ordering transition similar to that of the R = La compound [8] , which is surprising given the absence of MI transition. The change of the Mössbauer response for both compounds was then ascribed to the long-range magnetic ordering with two types of magnetic interactions [9] . Therefore the magnetic structure and the associated change of
Mössbauer spectra are still not well understood yet.
In this paper we report neutron powder diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy studies in the temperature range 2-300 K for La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3 . New models of magnetic structure are presented and their general implications and compatibility with the results of a local probe technique, 57 Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, are discussed.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The polycrystalline sample used in this study was prepared by solid state reactions. ing. To ensure the oxygen stoichiometry, the sample was further annealed under oxygen flow at 873 K for 72 h. Phase purity was checked by laboratory X-ray powder diffraction.
The oxygen content was verified by thermogravimetric H 2 reduction analysis performed on Netzsch model STA 449C analyser. Resistivity and bulk magnetic properties were measured using a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System. The resistivity was measured on cooling and subsequently heating using the four-probe method. The magnetic susceptibility was measured using zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC)
protocols.
The neutron diffraction data were collected at the Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ), Paul Scherrer Institute. Approximately 1 g of sample powder was loaded into a 6-mm-diameter vanadium can and the measurements were performed on the HighResolution Powder Diffractometer for Thermal Neutrons (HRPT) [10] using λ = 1.89Å and 1.15Å at 230 K and 2 K, and on the Cold Neutron Powder Diffractometer (DMC) using λ = 2.46Å at a series of temperatures between 300 and 1.7 K. An absolute comparison on the 10 −3 level of crystal lattice parameters obtained from these two instruments is not possible, because of systematic uncertainties related to wavelength calibration and peak shape parameters. The neutron diffraction data were analyzed by Rieveld refinement using FULLPROF suite [11] , by using its internal tables of neutron scattering lengths and magnetic form factors. The symmetry analysis was done using the ISODISTORT tool [12] , BasIreps option incorporated in FULLPROF suite [11] and software tools of the Bilbao crystallographic server [13] .
The 57 Fe Mössbauer spectra were recorded in transmission geometry using a constantacceleration spectrometer with a 25 mCi 57 Co source in a Rh matrix. The velocity scale was calibrated with a metallic iron foil at room temperature. The data were analyzed with a least squares fitting program assuming Lorentzian peaks in the first-order approximation 4 [14] . Isomer shifts are given with respect to α-Fe at room temperature.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electric and magnetic properties
La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3 crystallizes in R3c space group at room temperature (see Fig. 1(a) ).
In Fig. 1(b) , the temperature evolution of the resistivity, R(T )/R(250 K), is presented. A change of slope is visible at about 200 K, a temperature below which the material becomes more insulating. At this temperature a charge disproportionation is expected to take place.
The transition observed here is less pronounced than that reported in [1, 15] on bulk samples, but it is very similar to that seen on thin films [16] . This difference may arise from the oxygen stoichiometry of the sample. In our sample the oxygen stoichiometry is 3.02 ± 0.02.
An antiferromagnetic (AFM)-like transition is clearly observed at T N ∼ 200 K in the DC magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) measurement (see Fig. 1(b) ), i.e., at the same temperature where a change of the slope in R(T )/R(250 K) is observed. The data measured in ZFC mode diverge from that measured in FC mode below T N , suggesting that at low temperatures a spin-glass state or weak ferromagnetism develops.
B. Magnetic and crystal structure
Symmetry analysis
The neutron powder diffraction pattern shows the appearance of additional peaks below ∼ 200 K, which we interpret as magnetic scattering given the existence of a peak in the macroscopic magnetic susceptibility at this temperature (see Fig. 1(b) ). The representation theory analysis has been performed in order to determine the magnetic structure at low temperatures, which is presented as follows.
The magnetic order is considered to be characterized by a propagation vector k= Table. I. The Λ 1 and Λ 2 force the spin to be directed only along the c-axis and have to be rejected, because of the presence of a strong (001)-magnetic peak in our experimental data. The solution is inevitably Λ 3 . For this irrep all the basis vectors are in the ab-plane.
The irrep Λ 3 is 2-dimensional and enters two times in the magnetic representation. This, together with the fact that k-vector (0,0,g) is not equivalent to (0,0,-g) by symmetry, allows to reduce the symmetry even down to the space group P 1. There are 14 different possible Shubnikov groups for a magnetic ordering according to irrep mLD3, found by ISODISTORT software. Among them there are four maximal subgroups P 3 2 21, P 3 2 2 ′ 1, C2/c and C2 ′ /c ′ . In the following we restrict the consideration to the maximal subgroups.
There are two reasons for such restriction. Firstly, as will be shown below, the goodness of fit for some of them is as good as a Le Bail fit. Secondly, the latter two groups allow two
Fe sites which could be compatible with the CO. It is worth to note that, the trigonal space groups P 3 2 21 and P 3 2 2 ′ 1 have their enantiomorphic pairs that should give equivalent description, namely P 3 1 21 and P 3 1 2 ′ 1, respectively. The choice of space group between the pairs implies a particular domain choice. The enantiomorphic pair group corresponds to an equivalent structure related by the lost inversion center, and could have been equally used to describe the proposed magnetic structure.
Helical model
We first consider the most symmetric solution P 3 2 21 for the irrep mLD3, which is generated by the order parameter (OP) direction mLD3 (0,0,a,0) [12] . It fits nicely to the neutron diffraction data (χ 2 = 2.039, R mag = 3. In the second trigonal group P 3 2 2 ′ 1 the in-plane helical configuration is similar to that of P 3 2 21, but the secondary spin component is mGM2+ (ferromagnetic (FM) along c-axis) and does not yield a convergent fit to the data.
Collinear model
Since CO was reported in the literature for this material Table II ). When only mLD3 is considered, the fitting of the magnetic peaks of the neutron diffraction pattern at 2 K is poor (χ 2 = 3.093, R mag = 9.39%). It gives an AFM spin configuration similar to that shown in Fig. 4 , however the CO sequence as suggested from the relative moment size is ...-Fe 3+ -Fe 5+ -Fe 5+ -..., which is not consistent with the previous studies [1, 4, 5] . The mGM3+ mode may give moments along the a-axis. When it is taken into account, the magnetic peaks can be fitted well (see Fig. 4 ). We tentatively tried to release the atomic positions in C2/c model from the ideal average positions given by R3c paramagnetic group (see Table II ), but we were not able to obtain a convergent fit.
C. Hyperfine structure
The 57 Fe Mössbauer spectra recorded at 300 K, 200 K and 4 K are shown in Fig. 6 .
The spectrum at 300 K comprises a single broad line. Since the deviation from local cubic symmetry at the Fe site is very weak, it has been fitted using a singlet. The fitted hyperfine 9 parameters are given in Table III . Note that fittings using a doublet yield an isomer shift (δ ∼ 0.13 mm/s) identical to that when using a singlet, and a very small quadrupolar interaction (∆ ∼ 0.12 mm/s) with a slightly reduced linewidth (Γ ∼ 0.32 mm/s). The spectrum recorded at 200 K, just above T MI , can be fitted in the same manner as the room temperature one. The δ value above T MI lies in between that expected for Fe 3+ and Fe 4+ .
It thus agrees with the formal charge Fe 3.66+ deduced from the chemical formula.
The spectrum recorded at 4 K comprise two sextets of unequal intensity that correspond to two Mössbauer sites, A and B. The fitted hyperfine parameters are given in Table III .
They are in good agreement with those of previous Mössbauer studies [2, [18] [19] [20] . In addition, minor non-magnetic contributions in the central part of the velocity scale were also taken into account, however they represent less than 2% of the resonant area. the conclusion of the Mössbauer study in ref. [20] . From electronic spectroscopy data, Herrero-Martin et al. [7] also concluded to a modest charge segregation. However, their conclusions included that the higher charge state has twice the spectral weight of the lower one, which is not consistent with the present and past [2, [18] [19] [20] Mössbauer data.
D. Discussion
The collinear model seems to be consistent with the present and previous results of Mössbauer spectroscopy [2, 20] and the previous electron diffraction study [3] . The
Mössbauer data can be simply analyzed by considering that the Fe 3.66+ disproportionates below T MI into two Fe sites: Fe that a short-range CO is more likely. It is also worthwhile to add that a helical model is considered to be more energetically favorable than a collinear AFM state [24, 25] . A spiral structure was proposed for the spin-glass state of La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 [25] . In La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3 , such a spin-glass ground state is also possible (see Fig. 1(b) ).
Next we would like to point out some implications of the one-Fe helical model. It suggests that the first-order like MI transition is driven purely by magnetic ordering. This is in qualitative agreement with a recent experimental observation [26] : a negative magnetoresistance and a sign reversal of the Hall effect below T MI is reported for R = La, and the exotic low-temperature transport properties are ascribed to a consequence of the unusually long-range periodicity of the AFM ordering.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The low-temperature magnetic structure of La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3 have been revisited and studied by neutron powder diffraction and a complementary Mössbauer spectroscopy.
Based on the symmetry analysis, two crystallographic magnetic models, namely a chiral helical maximal symmetry P 3 2 21 and a collinear C2/c or C2 ′ /c ′ model are proposed.
We found both models fit equally well with the neutron diffraction pattern at 2 K. 
